Bad Advice: How Not to Have Sex in an Epidemic

Like the paired snakes of the caduceus, pathology and homosexuality became intertwined when medicine propped up a post-Enlightenment decline in religious authority by transforming moral disapproval into diagnoses of disease. Sex between men entered public health discourse as “gay bowel syndrome,” decades before methodologically sound social surveys demonstrated that heterosexual couples account for a much larger proportion of episodes of anal intercourse than male dyads. Only a few years elapsed before a much more ominous condition came to the attention of US public health officials through the June 5, 1981, issue of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s weekly newsletter, Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report. Gay-related immune deficiency (GRID) immediately eclipsed gay bowel syndrome. Although acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) quickly displaced GRID with a suitably generic descriptor for an equal opportunity infection, HIV still pathologizes homosexuality while most religious denominations continue to vilify it.

DIVISIVE IS AS DIVISIVE WAS

Unlike most other communities that denied the real threat of AIDS to their future survival, newly emergent gay communities of the early 1980s addressed AIDS with such alacrity and dedication that it almost seemed as if they had presumed themselves diseased and had simply been waiting for a definitive diagnosis. Gay community mobilization to address AIDS remains an exemplar of a remarkably rapid, highly effective establishment of self-help programs by a beleaguered population that had scarcely begun to organize itself. Yet the failures of AIDS prevention, the resurgence of indicator sexually transmitted infections (STIs) such as syphilis and rectal gonorrhea, and the appearance of unforeseen outbreaks such as recent clusters of lymphogranuloma venereum suggest that we remain as ill-equipped to control STI epidemics among stigmatized sexual minorities as we were a quarter-century ago.

More starkly now than at any time since the early months of the Reagan presidency, when AIDS emerged, fundamentalist Christian religious right (FCRR) political hegemony in the United States makes problematic any prevention efforts that mitigate the risks from forms of sexual expression prescribed by FCRR values. Other global fundamentalisms are equally malign or more so toward sexual minorities, but the United States considers itself an enlightened, secular, democratic state. With public health agencies pressured to withhold information about the proven protective benefits of condoms and deny resources to programs that address the realities of sex outside marriage among mutually monogamous male–female couples, only value-neutral biomedical strategies such as a vaccine, microbicide, or oral prophylaxis with antiretroviral drugs seem capable of being effectively deployed among sexual minorities. Even biomedical strategies may fall victim to moralistic scrutiny, a challenge that already threatens the rollout of vaccines against human papilloma virus infection.

BEHAVIORAL CONFABULATION

It seems unwarranted to celebrate the effectiveness of
prevention programs for reducing risk among gay men. The incidence of HIV and other STIs began to decline dramatically among urban gay men years before the first federal funds were allocated for proactive prevention programs in 1987. Although considered a cornerstone of HIV prevention, HIV counseling and testing reduces risk neither reliably nor durably among those testing negative. Only a few rigorous studies of interventions for gay men have shown effectiveness, and only for behavioral or biological surrogate markers that are not necessarily predictive of HIV incidence. The most labor-intensive counseling strategy evaluated to date has demonstrated no sustained impact on rates of HIV acquisition. 

Even among programs considered sufficiently effective to warrant federal support, a disproportionately small number have received resources sufficient for effective translation and implementation. FCRR politicians have worked doggedly to deny resources to programs that speak in sexual terms that are meaningful and motivating to their carefully selected gay male target audiences. An unexplained trend toward riskier sex emerged, in multiple cities, between 1993 and 1995, as measured by rising rates of gonorrhea and syphilis among gay men. Although highly active antiretroviral treatment (HAART) was blamed for a relapse to unprotected fellatio declined when one crossed the US border into Canada—or perhaps when one read the advice of a different local newspaper pundit. A decade later, although a comprehensive investigation demonstrated no special virulence for a “superstrain” of HIV within 5 months of its much ballyhooed announcement, allusions to the new menace continued to appear in the media. Today, many gay men know that antiretroviral treatment adequate to contain plasma viremia is believed, on the basis of persuasive observational data, to minimize or even abrogate infectiousness. Yet health promotion counselors and antiretroviral prescription packages all warn of the potential for HIV transmission even when a person with HIV is receiving antiretroviral treatment. Apparent contradiction may undermine cautionary advice in the absence of clarifying explanations that population-based averages and individual risk calculations differ, and that specific cofactors may up-regulate HIV in genital compartments even when peripheral blood measurements remain unaffected.

The eye-catching visuals of a recent “Stop the Sores” anti-syphilis campaign targeting gay men in southern California fail to include the most important ones: actual pictures of the sores. Secondary syphilis rashes barely receive a mention, although they are also infectious, are more persistent than transient primary lesions, and are readily ignored, misinterpreted, or misdiagnosed. Imprecise self-identification and referral underscores the need to facilitate periodic screening. However, screening through private physician practices and public health clinics may be unpalatable for men who have sex with men: disproportionately high HIV acquisition among young African Americans. 

WHEN MESSAGES MISFIRE

In the mid–1990s, the presumed risk of unprotected fellatio declined when one crossed the US border into Canada—or perhaps when one read the advice of a different local newspaper pundit. A decade later, although a comprehensive investigation demonstrated no special virulence for a “superstrain” of HIV within 5 months of its much ballyhooed announcement, allusions to the new menace continued to appear in the media. Today, many gay men know that antiretroviral treatment adequate to contain plasma viremia is
Yes, it is entirely defensible to demand, for male cohabiting couples, the same economic opportunities, civil liberties, and legal privileges accorded to male–female dyads electing similar domestic arrangements. Yes, vows of mutual devotion, fidelity, respect, support, and other attributes of attachment are as plausible between individuals of the same sex as between opposite-sex pairs. But no, it does not seem sensible to expect that a cacophonous political system, numbed mindlessly by the strident drumbeat of FCRR moralizing, would invest in promoting safer sodomy.

Gay organizations have found it much easier to use circuit parties celebrating gay sexuality to raise funds for HIV care than to use those funds to reduce unsafe sex at circuit parties. Barebacking as a prevalent fashion, as well as a profitable commodity for the erotic and cyberdating industries, calls for what has hitherto been conspicuously lacking: effective counteradvertising that eroticizes safer gay sex.20,21 In addition to substantial resources under autonomous community control, this would entail a sustained investment of commitment, vision, and creativity. For public health, the larger, unmet, challenge is to cultivate a shared, holistic apprehension of health among gay men and to create and support institutions that foster it.

The most profound absence is the saddest. Evicted from almost every flock, modern gay men have neither credible formulaic answers for, nor much of an incentive to keep their attention fixed on, the ultimate question: What, besides hot sex, constitutes a good life?"
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